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A B S T R A C T

The stimulation of the proliferation and differentiation of neural stem cells (NSCs) offers the possibility of a
renewable source of replacement cells to treat numerous neurological diseases including spinal cord injury,
traumatic brain injury and stroke. Epidermal growth factor (EGF) and fibroblast growth factor-2 (FGF-2) have
been used to stimulate NSCs to renew, expand, and produce precursors for neural repair within an adult brown
rat (Rattus norvegicus). To provide greater insight into the interspecies protein-protein interactions between
human FGF-2 and EGF proteins and native R. norvegicus proteins, we have utilized the Massively Parallel Protein-
Protein Interaction Prediction Engine (MP-PIPE) in an attempt to computationally shed light on the pathways
potentially driving neurosphere proliferation. This study determined similar and differing protein interaction
pathways between the two growth factors and the proteins in R. norvegicus compared with the proteins in H.
sapiens. The protein-protein interactions predicted that EGF and FGF-2 may behave differently in rats than in
humans. The identification and improved understanding of these differences may help to improve the clinical
translation of NSC therapies from rats to humans.

1. Introduction

Neurological diseases, disorders, and injuries represent one of the
leading causes of disability as very few neurological conditions are
curable, and many degrade over time [1]. Over the past 25 years, the
burden of neurological disorders has increased substantially worldwide
due to expanding population numbers and aging, despite substantial
decreases in mortality rates from stroke and communicable neurolo-
gical disorders [2].

The repair of neurological diseases such as stroke, traumatic brain
injury or spinal cord injury may be addressed through the use of dor-
mant neural stem cells– undifferentiated, self-renewing cells within the
adult brain and spinal cord that can give rise to a multitude of daughter
cell types. Recent studies have attempted to induce endogenous repair
by inducing the pre-existing neural stem cells via the administration of
proteins to the brain or spinal cord. Specifically, the addition of two

growth factors, human epidermal growth factor (i.e., EGF), and human
fibroblast growth factor 2 (i.e., FGF-2). These growth factors have
shown to induce proliferation of spinal cord ependymal precursor cells
both in vivo and in vitro [3].

The combination of EGF and FGF2 has been demonstrated to be a
promising new therapy for spinal cord injury and can be utilized to
restore cognitive function in an animal with brain and stroke injury [4].
In 2017, Lou et al. successfully utilized EGF and FGF-2 to repair trau-
matic tympanic membrane perforations in human ears, which resulted
in significantly accelerated healing times. The growth factors were
applied directly inside the ears of the human subjects, inducing the
proliferation of fibroblasts and epithelial cells, increasing re-vascular-
ization which overall reduced the time for the perforations within the
tympanic membrane to close [5]. Fibroblast growth factors 1 and 2
have been found to be involved in angiogenesis [6]. Research has de-
termined that the unregulated expression of these proteins will also
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cause uncontrolled proliferation [7,8]. Additionally, EGF has been
found to be expressed during the adult and developing stages of the
central nervous system. The protein has also been demonstrated to
promote the growth of neurites, the projection from neurons [9,10].
There is no evidence of the two proteins to interact with each other
directly, however, research has emerged suggesting that the two in-
teract with similar partners [11]. This may convey that the use of both
proteins may be vital to their function in inducing proliferation within
stem cells. Both EGF and FGF-2 interact with the cell in an extracellular
capacity.

Currently, the common animal model for studying the effect of EGF
and FGF-2 on SCI in humans is the Sprague-Dawley rat (Rattus norve-
gicus) [12,13]. Interestingly, it is the human EGF and FGF-2 proteins
that are utilized within rat cell cultures, as well as the in vivo studies on
rats to determine their effect on SCI repair. The conclusions of these
studies are applied to technologies for use in humans, however, there
are likely direct implications in cross-species protein interactions
arising from species-specific protein sequence changes that have been
primarily overlooked to date.

To provide insights into potential cross-species protein-protein in-
teractions (i.e., PPIs) that could be at play in this SCI model, we em-
ployed the MP-PIPE program, an algorithm that predicts novel inter-
actions through the study of previously known PPIs. The algorithm
allows for a vast number of proteins pairs to be analyzed in parallel to
determine all possible PPIs with a high degree of accuracy [14]. Cel-
lular PPI analysis completed in the wet-lab are typically subject to a
very high cost both in time and funding, along with many technical
limitations and false positives. To aid in the validation of in silico
methods to provide insight into in vivo protein interactions, one pre-
vious study tested the overall accuracy of the MP-PIPE in predicting
protein interaction in yeast [15]. This study used a simplified dataset
for validation and demonstrated a 61% sensitivity (the proportion of
true positive values in regards to the sum of true positives and false
negatives) for detecting PPIs predicted by MP-PIPE with 89% specificity
(the proportion of true negative values versus the added total value of
false positives and true negatives) and 75% accuracy [15]. Interest-
ingly, these results that are similar to those of common analytical
biochemical techniques and highlight the utility of in silico approaches
to uncovering novel protein interactions. Furthermore, an independent
comparison of PIPE to three other computational prediction methods
[16–18] determined that MP-PIPE outperformed all other methods in
high specificity PPI prediction [19]. Another study completed in 2014
utilized MP-PIPE to predict all high probability PPIs within the human
proteome [20]. More recently, the MP-PIPE algorithm has also been
used in a cross-species manner to predict PPIs between the Zika virus
and humans [21]. Given that MP-PIPE has shown the ability to predict
PPIs with high confidence in a cross-species context [14,15,20,22–24],
we utilized MP-PIPE to determine the interactions between short co-
occurring polypeptide sequences within EGF and FGF-2. The designated
protein sequences were further run against the human proteome to
determine possible interactions and interferences that would affect the
protein's function.

This study investigates the hypothesis that FGF-2 and EGF proteins
are viable to induce the proliferation of human neurospheres and may
be a possible therapeutic for SCI. As rats are often the typical model
organism to study the induced proliferation of stem cells to heal in-
juries, this study compares the PPIs within human and rat proteomes.
MP-PIPE was applied to the human and rat proteome to determine PPIs
with human growth factors EGF and FGF-2, as these human proteins are
commonly utilized in rat studies.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Database creation

MP-PIPE requires the creation of an indexed database of protein

sequences and known interactions before any predictions may be cre-
ated. Separate databases were created for human and rat cells, in-
cluding all known proteins and their interactions. To construct the
databases for this project, POSITOME was run on both H. sapiens and R.
norvegicus separately, with the same parameters [25]. POSITOME is a
web service that collects all the information on the organism of interest
from open access protein databases that include links to all papers
published on said interactions. Conservative settings were applied,
meaning only physical protein-protein interactions detected by high
accuracy methods such as two-hybrid, affinity capture, reconstituted
complex, and co-localization are included. POSITOME produces two
output files, one containing the protein pairs, the other with the protein
sequences. Finally, the two-human growth factor protein sequences for
FGF-2 and EGF were added at the end of the rat and human protein
sequence files unless they were already present in the file, as they were
with the human file.

The resulting files for the H. sapiens database included 11,787
proteins and 63,747 known pairs. As for the R. norvegicus files, only
1051 protein sequences and 1156 known protein pairs were included.

2.2. Setup script run

Once the database had been created, a setup script was run to render
the protein pairs into a format more efficient for PIPE. The setup script
first reviews the input files to ensure they are formatted properly to
ensure no faulty sequences had been entered. The rest of the script
formats files for the PIPE run, constructing a database file with all
proteins, and index files that allow PIPE to run more efficiently.

2.3. PIPE runs

An overview of our experimental methods can be seen in Fig. 1.
After the database had been created, an interaction graph was estab-
lished. In this graph, every protein is represented as a vertex, and the
interactions between two separate proteins are erected as edges. Es-
sentially, this graph acts as an indicator of all known interactions be-
tween proteins determined in the database creation step.

PIPE will make use of this data to predict if two query proteins will
interact. We may assume we would like to predict whether EGF inter-
acts with some other protein deemed X as an example. The PIPE run
begins with a sliding window that is run over the EGF protein sequence,
generating fragments of 20 amino acids in length (this window size may
be altered within the MP-PIPE script). This EGF fragment is compared
to fragments of the same size made up of the other proteins in the
database. The fragments are lined up with one another and each amino
acid pair is then compared with a substitution matrix where the col-
umns and rows represent values indicative of the probability that one of
the 20 essential amino acids may be replaced by the other through
evolution. PIPE utilizes the PAM1 matrix raised to the power of 120, or
the PAM120 matrix. If the matrix value is larger than a threshold value
set to 35, it is deemed as a match. If the same fragment pair reports over
than 10 matches for each other, then the fragments are deemed similar.
These threshold values were determined through previous experimental
validation [14], a process which required roughly 400 h to determine
that these values were the most selective in the evaluation of protein
fragment interaction. When a protein has a fragment similar in se-
quence to the EGF fragment, all this new protein's neighbours in the
interaction graph are added to a list.

Next, a protein X (the second query protein) is run with the same
sliding window method over all the proteins in the list generated. If
there is similarity between two fragments this time, this means that
proteins with similar regions to EGF and protein X are known to in-
teract and acts as evidence that out query proteins potentially interact,
and a value in a result matrix is incremented for the two fragments.
After a result matrix is computed for EGF and protein X, a simplified
median filter is applied. This filter looks at the neighbours of a query
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cell, if the neighbours are mostly zeros meaning no similarity between
fragments, then the query cell would also be set to zero. If this were not
the case, the query cell is set to one. The values of the cells of the result
matrix are averaged, giving the PIPE score which indicates how likely it
is that the proteins interact [14].

2.4. LOOCV run

Leave-one-out cross-validation or LOOCV is a statistical test done to
determine the efficiency of a prediction. Essentially, each known PPI is
removed from the database, one at a time, to see if PIPE can predict an
interaction between these proteins known to interact using the other
available data. Based on these results, MP-PIPE's performance can be
evaluated and appropriate score thresholds (used to determine if a
given query pair is predicted to interact) can be established.

Once the LOOCV test was completed, an effective cut off was gen-
erated for the PIPE scores. In the case of R. norvegicus, cut-off values
were assessed at more lenient levels due to the reduced amount of
protein sequences and interactions present in the database. The cut off

was set such that MP-PIPE achieved a sensitivity of 90%. In the case of
H. sapiens, the database yielded more proteins sequences and interac-
tions, so the cut off was set such that MP-PIPE achieved a sensitivity of
99%.

After the LOOCV was applied to the PIPE results, the list of proteins
interacting with EGF and FGF-2 were represented by UniProt ID. Each
ID was entered into the UniProt database, so that the common protein
name, interactions, and basic functions could be determined. In addi-
tion to UniProt, BioGRID 3.4 was also utilized to determine if the in-
teractions had been mentioned in a previous study.

2.5. Visualization of enriched protein interaction networks

To characterize the function and potential interplay between pro-
tein-protein interactions were mapped using the STRING database and
this was subsequently modeled using CYTOSCAPE software and clus-
tered using MCL clustering based on STRING combined scores. Pathway
enrichment analysis for protein interaction clusters was performed on
proteins predicted to have significant interaction by MP-PIPE (Fig. 1).
This analysis was performed using the Gene Ontology (GO) annotations
available for H. sapiens using the PANTHER classification system with
default settings (v.11.1).

Fig. 1. Overview of methods used to predict novel EGF and FGF-2 protein in-
teractions using MP-PIPE.

Fig. 2. Summary of predicted protein interactions. Cellular processes that are
enriched from either (A) rat or (B) human proteins predicted by MP-PIPE to
interact with human FGF-2 and EGF growth factors. SUMO represents the fa-
mily of small ubiquitin-like modifier (SUMO) proteins and the polyubiquitin-c
precursor (UBC) protein family, and lipoprotein receptor-related (LRP) pro-
teins.
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3. Results and discussion

MP-PIPE required approximately 6 h to predict the interactions of
FGF-2 and EGF with the protein database for H. sapiens. After LOOCV,
59 novel protein interactions for both growth factors were predicted by
MP-PIPE, with 39 for EGF and 20 for FGF-2; 68 additional interactions
that had been previously identified in the literature were determined,
including 30 for EGF and 38 for FGF-2. For R. norvegicus, MP-PIPE took
approximately 3 h to run through the interactions for the two human
growth factor proteins. Once LOOCV had been applied, 37 novel in-
teractions were discovered, showing 14 for EGF and 23 for FGF-2 and 8
previously known interactions were presented with 5 for EGF and 3 for
FGF-2. The proteome for R. norvegicus within the database was ap-
proximately ten times smaller than that for H. sapiens, resulting in a
correspondingly lower number of predicted interactions. All interaction
data are listed in Supplemental Table S1.

Of the unique predicted interactions with the growth factors among
human proteins, many interactions were enriched in cellular processes
that involve post-translational modifications such as the small ubi-
quitin-related modifier (SUMO) family, the cullin (CUL) family, and the
polyubiquitin-c (UBC) family. There was also involvement in the low-
density lipoprotein (LDL) receptor family, matrilins, zinc finger family,
and the NEDD4 sodium channel protein family. As for the novel pre-
dictions by MP-PIPE within the rat proteome, UBC and SUMO processes
were also identified (Fig. 2).

Considering the novel human interactions predicted by PIPE, 29 of
the interacting proteins are involved with the LDL receptor and lipo-
protein receptor-related proteins (LRPs), as shown in Fig. 2A. The LDL
family of proteins is involved in receptor-mediated endocytosis, or the
transport of molecules within the cell. EGF precursors have been shown
to exist in the family of LRPs [26]. Also, LRPs have been found to

interact with EGF receptors. Thus, EGF and LRPs may well interact with
each other's receptors. It has also been suggested that LRP may affect
the activity of astrocytes in neuroplasticity [27].

The SUMO protein family is involved with cellular processes such as
transport, transcription, chromosome movement, and DNA repair. The
SUMO family performs post-translational modifications (PTMs) of
proteins [28]. It should be noted that most of the human proteins
predicted to interact with the SUMO group are also found to interact
with other protein families such as NEDD, CUL, and LRP. In contrast,
the PPI predictions for the growth factors and proteins within rat cells
are predicted to interact with proteins related to SUMOs which speci-
fically induce transcription, differing from the PPIs predicted for human
cells. There has been a suggestion of a relationship between FGF sig-
naling and the modification by SUMO in human embryonic develop-
ment [29], but little has been shown that these two interact directly or
through another protein. Recent studies have involved the fusion of
SUMO genes to those transcribing EGF to aid in the expression of the
EGF protein in vivo [30].

The UBC and its related proteins are another family involved in
PTMs, typically acting to tag a protein for proteasomal degradation. It
should be noted that 5/6 of the predicted protein interactors within the
human proteome are not human proteins, but are proteins from either
rat or mouse proteomes. This type of crossover has been seen previously
in the databases utilized in this experiment and are most likely due to
transgenic experiments which do not represent in vivo interactions. The
one novel interaction between EGF and a human protein is ubiquitin
carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 3, a protein known to deubiquitinate
proteins that have been monoubiquitinated, typically histones [31].
EGF has been shown to interact with E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase [32],
also seen in the human interactions that PIPE predicted that were
previously known, although the ligase ubiquitinates proteins to mark

Fig. 3. The protein mapping results for the proteins within rat cells that are predicted to interact with EGF and FGF-2, sorted by gene function within the cell.
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them for degradation. Within the results of the rat proteome with
human EGF and FGF-2, there were no cross-species predictions, and
more PPIs involving UBC were present. This suggests that FGF-2 and
EGF may have a different role in rat cells than in human cells, one that
is more involved in regulating ubiquitination or it may be due to the
limited rat training data set producing very few novel interactions
outside of the known local neighbourhood. The related functions to the
involved proteins are listed in Fig. 3. Within human cells EGF shows
involvement in the matrilin family, with one predicted interactor

showing a known interaction with matrilin-4 and the cartilage matrix
protein, also known as matrilin-1. The members of the matrilin family
share similar structure, including an epidermal growth factor-like do-
main. Members of the matrilin family have been shown to interact with
themselves, which might explain the predicted interactions [33]. PIPE
also predicted EGF to interact with proteins involved in the NEDD4
family, specifically with the sodium channel proteins within human
cells. EGF has been known to upregulate ion channel proteins within
neurons and muscles which has been linked to metastatic behaviours

Fig. 4. The highly scored human proteins predicted to interact with growth factors EGF and FGF-2, mapped to display their family and function within the human
cell.

Table 1
MP-PIPE predicted PPIs with EGF and FGF-2 for the human proteome confirmed by the STRING predictive database.

EGF or FGF-2 Uniprot ID of STRING Predicted Interactor Name of STRING Predicted Interactor STRING Method of Prediction

EGF P10523 S-antigen Textmining
EGF Q5T0N5 Formin binding protein 1-like Textmining, Curated Databases
EGF Q15642 Thyroid hormone receptor interactor 10 Textmining, Curated Databases
FGF-2 P35442 Thrombospondin 2 Textmining
FGF-2 P35052 Glypican 1 Textmining, Curated Databases, Co-Expression

Table 2
MP-PIPE predicted PPIs with FGF-2 for the rat proteome confirmed by the STRING predictive database.

Uniprot ID of STRING Predicted Interactor Name of STRING Predicted Interactor STRING Method of Prediction

F1LYL9 Sox9 Textmining
P49134 Integrin beta-1 Textmining, Curated Databases
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within cells [34]. EGF has been found to cause cancer if not regulated
properly within cells, suggesting a safe dosage should be determined
[35].

Both FGF-2 and EGF have been predicted to interact with proteins
involved with the Cullins, a family involved in PTMs with ubiquitin for
protein degradation [36]. This can be seen in the human result protein
map in Fig. 4. Recent studies have shown that the EGF receptor will
phosphorylate the proliferating cell nuclear antigen, a key component
of DNA synthesis when the cell is stimulated to grow. The phosphor-
ylation of this protein by the EGF receptor essentially protects it from
being degraded, so that the cell can continue to grow. The proliferating
cell nuclear antigen is susceptible to ubiquitination by the Cullin-4A
protein, but this can also be stopped with the EGF receptor [37].

Further validation of the PPI predictions presented was performed
with use of the STRING predictive database. Utilizing the list of novel
PPI predictions produced by MP-PIPE, STRING predicted interactions
within the human proteome between EGF and three proteins as well as
FGF-2 with two proteins, as shown in Table 1. With regards to the rat
proteome, Table 2 lists the STRING predicted novel PPIs also predicted
by MP-PIPE for FGF-2 with two proteins however none were confirmed
for EGF.

This study utilized MP-PIPE to determine interactions between EGF
and FGF-2 with both Rat and Human proteomes. Here PPIs were suc-
cessfully predicted in both human and rat cells with the growth factors,
as many of the predictions had been reported-an indication of the ac-
curacy of the software. The PPIs predicted may suggest that EGF and
FGF-2 may behave differently in rats than in humans, however the use
of PIPE on the rat proteome is not as accurate as it is on humans as the
protein database is much smaller comparably. Additional experimental
analysis is required to validate the novel PPIs that have been presented
in this study. For example, the enriched interaction of human EGF and
FGF-2 with the SUMO protein family in rats. Overall, we present the
ability to utilize predictive tools such as MP-PIPE to determine a model
organism with ideal proteomic similarity to better model the EGF and
FGF-II pathway within human cells for spinal cord repair. It is im-
portant to understand the similarities and differences between the an-
imal and human models in order to more successfully translate pro-
mising animal therapies to humans.
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